
MORSON BIM 
BUILDING THE FUTURE 

Combining the experience
of our aerospace and
automotive teams, the
expertise of our sister
company Morson Projects,
and our longstanding
reputation in the
infrastructure market, we
are able to offer: 
 
Experienced,
knowledgeable teams
with a detailed
understanding of BIM 
Access to a strong
candidate network of BIM
‘compliant’ skills 
Training guidance for
candidates, enabling them
to meet the needs of the
industry 
Upskilling opportunities
through our training
courses 

Morson: The UK's No.1 Technical Recruiter

As a leading recruitment agency within the nuclear, rail and
construction sectors, our role within the supply chain is to
ensure we can source candidates with the correct BIM
expertise. 

Our teams specialise in core infrastructure sectors. Our
experience ensures that we have the networks and market
reach to source candidates both specifically trained in BIM, and
those requiring upskilling or further training. 

We also take BIM recruitment advice from other industry
sectors within our business. For example, the aerospace and
automotive industries have been working to BIM-similar
processes for more than 15 years, and understand the
modelling tools, collaborative working methodologies and data
drop processes required for successful project completion.
Through this expertise, we understand the necessity for BIM
trained professionals and the key attributes to look for. This has
helped us to better understand the candidate market, to more
accurately target our attraction strategies and to build a talent
pool of BIM skilled candidates. 

E: construction@morson.com  
T: +44 (0)161 707 1516  

www.morson.com/building
-information-modelling-bim

MORSON: your BIM recruitment partner

Our expertise



We employ engineers covering all BIM levels:

Morson's BIM
offering

Our offering around BIM covers 4
key aspects: 

AWARENESS GENERATION 
We are working with our clients
and contractors to generate
awareness of BIM best practice,
with the support of our sister
company Morson Projects. 

CROSS SECTOR  
We use our experience and
knowledge of BIM best practice
within the aerospace and
automotive industries to inform
and improve the processes used
on infrastructure projects. 

KNOWLEDGE 
SOFTWARE SKILLS  
We are familiar with a range of
software applications (including
Catia, Aveva, NX, Solidworks,
Navisworks, Revit and AutoCAD)
and can support our clients
through recruitment of individuals
with specific software experience. 

MORE THAT DESIGN 
We promote the use of BIM to
include ongoing facilities and site
management – extending BIM
programmes beyond the initial
project design phase. 

Morson Group has experience operating at all BIM levels via our sister
company Morson Projects; a design, engineering and project
management business. This includes: 

0A - Representation, manual 2D  
0B - Representation, CAD 2D  
1A - Representation 3D  
1B - Representation intelligent 3D 
2A - Prototype one way  
2B - Prototype two way  
3A - Full information capture local server  
3B - Full information capture web serverD 

We are also experienced working to the following D levels: 

MORSON PROJECTS MORSON
INTERNATIONAL

3D 4D 5D 6D 7D
Existing

conditions
models

Scheduling Estimating Facilities
management
applications


